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Good Sportsmanship is Worth More Than all the Fish in the Ocean

FEBRUARY 2017

THE SIXTY-SIXTH
ANNUAL
DAN FELGER AWARDS
BANQUET AND
FOUNDATION AUCTION
SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 26!
PLEASE NOTE - THERE IS NO
DINNER MEETING THIS MONTH

Dedicated to Fishing, Fun, Relaxation, and Companionship!

Fabulous Raffle Items

AVET MXJ 6/4 Magic Cast Reel with TEREZ 80M Rod
This two speed blue boasts 8 bearings for smooth operation. In the 6:1 high gear, 41
inches of line can be retrieved with a single tirn of the handle. Big fish straining the 14
pounds of maximum drag power? Drop down to low gear for more cranking ability,
knowing that the 8 foot medium power Terez rod has the power to finish the job.
Avet’s Magic Cast control system ensures smooth casting. Line capacity is 270 yards of
25 pound mono, or 580 yards of 50 pound spectra. A premium quality good looking
combo that is just too good looking to hide in the garage. Buy it to show off and go fishing more often!
Approximate retail value - $610

iPad Air 2
Easily viewable with a large 9.7 inch display.The thinnest iPad ever, loaded with advanced
technolgies, including an 8 megapixel camera. 32GB storage. Color: Gold
Approximate retail value - $400

SHIMANO CURADO 300 EJ with Custom Wrapped SEEKER 808 Rod
The Curado 300 EJ is a low profile bass reel with a capacity of 200 yards of 50 pound spectra. If you are a monofilament
fan, you can pack on 240 yards of 12 pound mono. The reel has six ball bearings and high-efficiency gearing. The Dartanian drags will withstand the runs of the strongest fish, after which the power handle makes for a smooth retrieval.
The super stopper and variable brake system assist in the technicalities of fishing. Pair this with a Seeker Blue Lightning
CSW808 trigger stick rod custom wrapped by club member Robby Cohn and
you are inshore fishing in style for calicos or yellowtail with top of the line
equipment.
Approximate retail value - $550

SHIMANO STRADIC C14+ spinning reel with 2 piece CLARUS 86M2B rod
For all fans of great spinning reels, the Shimano Stradic C14+ is a highly regarded reel with
a line capacity of 140 yards of 8 pounds mno.The fast rate of retrieve brings in 35 inches per
turn of the handle. Matched with an 8’6” two-piece Shimano Clarus CSW808 IM6 graphite
rod, this is the spinning rod to have for local fishing.
Approximate retail value - $350
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FEBRUARY 2017

Xbox One Minecraft Edition
Own the Xbox One S Minecraft Favorites Bundle (500GB), featuring everything you need to build, survive, and explore! Get full game downloads of Minecraft for Xbox One and Windows 10, plus additional Builders Packs. Craft new Minecraft worlds together with friends on Xbox Live, the most
advanced multiplayer network.With the new Xbox One S, you can watch 4k Blu-ray™ movies, stream Netflix and Amazon Video in stunning 4k Ultra HD, and play a growing library of Xbox 360 games. With all the biggest blockbusters this
year, there’s never been a better time to jump ahead with Xbox One.
Approximate retail value - $300

SHIMANO TRINIDAD 20A reel with 8 foot TERAMAR 80M rod
Brandon Hayward, in an article in his magazine, The Bight, observed that this is now the reel of
choice for serious iron anglers. Like to throw iron at yellowtail? Chase white sea bass? Any type
of off-shore fishing? Put 30# or 40# mono on this reel for casting. Or, if you prefer spectra, 30#
to 50# spectra, leaving enough room for your preferred mono topshot.

Teramar rods are built with high quality materials in the style of west coast rods, shutting off to
allow more lifting and pulling power, for West Coast techniques. This eight foot medium power
rod features top-of-the-line Fuji components and TC4 construction material.
Approximate retail value - $660

SHIMANO TALICA 10II reel with TEREZ 80MH
This is a perfect combination for Souther California fishing, bigger fish department. Powerful reel for yellowtail and big white sea bass.The two speed reel is small in size but sturdy
enough to handle the big bluefin should they stick around another year. Fill the reel with
50# or 65# spectra, topshots of 30# to 80# fluoro.

The eight foot medium heavy power Terez 80MH rod is light and a joy to handle all day at the rail. Terez rods are built
to fish spectra line. Using TC4 technology, Shimano created their lightest and most powerful rod, with EVA grips and custom Aluminum Reel Seats matched with the new Fuji K Guide with Alconite Rings.
Approximate retail value - $770
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Lou Berke Trout Derby for
Special Needs Students

Hello LARRC Members,

It is Fred Hall Show time. The Los Angeles Chapter
of CCA CAL is once again responsible for the CCA
entrance booths at the Long Beach Show. The
booth is our primary and most productive event to
renew and obtain new memberships for CCA and
we need your help.
The members of LARRC represent the largest single fishing club membership group in CCA CAL.
Your support goes a long way in CCA CAL meeting
its goals of;
1. Advocacy
2. Habitat Improvement
3. Fin Fish Replenishment and
4. Youth Programs.

Your enthusiastic presence in the booth will certainly draw new members. Most of you will be going
to the show. I am asking for you to spend a shift in
the booth and help us help you.

Please contact me and I will be happy to send you
a shift schedule for your review. I am sure you will
find one that will work. Thank you

Date - FRIDAY -- April 7, 2017
Place - Hansen Dam/Lakeview Terrace
Time - 7:30am - 2:00pm

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Assist kids fishing, preparing/serving food,
taking pictures, tackle prep
Also - will need shirt size from all participants.
Please call STEVE SIMON 818-980-7470
or email direct to
simonmurphy08@sbcglobal.net

p.s. - you don't have to be a member to help i.e., family, friends, relatives, etc. - no children

M EMBERSHIP N EWS

Edward Hearn has applied for membership. Ed is
a technician with T-Moble and lives in Simi Valley.
He has fished with many members of our club and
has been a volunteer at our annual Kids Trip. He
has met all requirements for membership

John Ballotti
310-995-3592
Johnballotti1@gmail.com

LARRC Pacific Dawn Charter

Good news, the Pac Dawn 2 Day Tuna trip is now
sold out. I will be accepting names on a waiting list
should someone drop out. If you would like to be on
the wait list please call or email me.
Mark Manculich
mmanculich@socal.rr.com
818 613-6575
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“If you really must know why you’re here,
it’s because you told one-too-many lies
about the size of those fish you caught.”

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
Submitted by Eric Rogger

u OUTDOOR RECREATION IS RECOGNIZED
One of the last acts signed by President Obama was the Outdoor Recreation Jobs and Economic Impact Act of 2016. Fishing is, of course, a major contributor when it comes to outdoor
recreation. Pointing out to the powers that be that fisheries are
an important component of the national economy should help
when critical decisions are on the table. This Outdoor Recreation Act should help secure this economic activity and receive
more governmental recognition. It is estimated that six million
jobs and $646 Billion are at stake.

u AN UPDATE ON PACIFIC BLUEFIN ISSUES
Salt Water Sportsman reported that a group of recreational fishing organizations had informed NOAA of their opposition to
having the Pacific Bluefin Tuna listed as endangered.They argued that such a listing would not be beneficial since most of
these fish are not caught off our coast. They also quote recent
scientific data that shows conservation efforts stabilized populations and stocks are rebuilding. The US, Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commisssion, the Western and Central Pacific
Fisheries Commission have all been active in reducing pressure
on these pelagics.

Chum Line Advertising

Do you have a business that fellow members
would be interested in? If so, place an ad in the
monthly Chum Line!!

Advertising Pricing
1/8 page: $20 per month or $240/year
1/4 page: $40 per month or $480/year
1/2 page: $80 per month or $960/year
Full page: $160 per month or $1920/year
Buy 12 months and get one month free!

Checks should be made payable to LARRC. The
ad will be published once payment and graphics
are received.

Contact Sophia (fishnsoph@gmail.com) or
Donald (donald@dgoldsobel.com) for more information.
Thank you!!

FEBRUARY 2017

u UCLA STIDY SHOWS MISLABELING IN LOCAL
RESTAURANTS
An early January report based on a study by UCLA and
Marymount researchers that took place from 2012 to 2015 found
that 47% of the fish served was mislabeled. “Diagnoses” were
made on the basis of DNA tests. Although tuna served by sushi
restaurants was mostly found to be tuna, halibut and red snapper
were other species of fish. Testing at some grocery stores also
found mislabeling similar to that found at the sushi bars.
The document, signed by Alison Hewitt, quotes: “ It’s not just
a question of being miffed that the wrong fish is on your plate but
the fraud undermines environmental regulations limiting overfishing, introduces health risks, and interferes with consumer decisions.” The global fish trade is a $135billion industry and new
federal regulations governing monitoring of seafood imports
went into effect Jan. 9th.
Comments or contributions would be welcome:
Eric Rogger wstridge@aol.com

Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club Foundation

Tribute Opportunity

Tribute Cards are available when you want to
send your thoughts or feelings for –
Anniversary
•
Appreciation
•
Baby Announcement
•
Bar/Bat Mitzvahs
•
Best Wishes
•
Congratulations
•
Graduation
•
Illness
•
In Memorandum
•
New Home
•

Your LARRC Foundation is a charitable organization.
Donations maybe deducted.
Tributes will be posted in the Chum Line.
Tribute cards will be sent to recipient.

Information Request and Donations may be
addressed to:
Mrs. Tammy Steinman
5826 Ostrom Avenue
Encino, CA 91316
818-987-2645
818-345-6104 Fax
tammy2508@socal.rr.com
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An Unbelievable Trip on the Constitution

By Sophia Huynh and Kevin Boyle

here do I even start? This trip on the Constitution was
amazing in so many ways. It was Kevin and my first trip on Keith
and Nicole's new boat. It was Nicole's first trip out and we were
with a great group of friends.
We had 7 yellowfin tuna personal bests with some pretty
huge achievements. Ky landed his personal best with a 136lb.
Steve beat his previous cow with a 207lb. Earl landed his first
cow with a 228lb. Pauline landed her first cow with a 280lb.
Nicole landed her personal best of 185lb then smashed it with
a 302lb!! Barry added another super cow at 303lbs to his list.
Last but not least my amazing boyfriend, Kevin landed a 413lb
yellowfin tuna!!!!
I can't even begin to explain how special of a trip this was
for all of us. From beginning to end we had a great time; food,
company, crew, and boat were all top notch. I can't thank Keith,
Jesus, Evaristo, Albino, and Brian enough for all your help and
hard work on this trip.You guys kicked ass!!!

W

Kevin’s Fight Story

It is my turn on the kite, and I’m standing next to captain
Evaristo, who is sending two beautiful cabbies out on the double trouble balloon rig.Then there is a huge splash as a tuna hits
the baits, the balloon flies away, and the line comes tight with a
hopefully solid hook set.
Evaristo hands me the rod, and the fight begins. It starts off
like any other; in fact, it feels like a smaller model, and I wind
quickly as it charges the boat. Then the fish realizes it’s hooked
and decides to just about dump the whole Makaira 50 spool
from the port corner. At this point, Captain Jesus, with his
decades of experience, stays with me and helps guide me
through the fight.
Now the fish starts to show its true size with its violent
head shakes and long runs. The fish takes me from the stern to
the bow and back, over and over as we follow the angle and try
to get every precious inch of line back on my reel.
At one point, as we come around the stern, the fish shows
itself on the surface. We see the length of its Allison fin and realize we have a peek of the true size of this beast, who just decides it isn’t time to come home yet and makes another long
run towards the bow. We settle in the bow for the remainder
of the fight. I’m thankful to have Jesus by my side to help negotiate the fish’s deep giant circles going on both sides of the anchor. I utilize the full capabilities of the Super Seeker 6463
XXXXH and Okuma Makaira 50 to wench and guide this
leviathan up from deep color to the surface. It takes approximately an hour and twenty minutes to bring this beast ready for
the gaff. Keith, Evaristo and Albino are at my side, gaffs in hand,
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going from port to starboard, waiting for the right moment to
stick this giant tuna. They yell for me to wind for the last time
as their gaffs are expertly stuck.
We all yell, hoot and holler as we walk the tuna to the stern
door. As the guys unlock the door, it becomes clear how large
this tuna really is. It barely fits through the door, and when it
lands on the deck, pandemonium erupts.
It’s all smiles and hi-fives as the cooperation of the other
passengers, teamwork and professionalism of this phenomenal
crew comes to fruition with this fish of a lifetime. This is a moment that neither myself nor anyone else that was on the trip
will ever forget.
Thank you so much to the Constitution and her amazing
crew.

FEBRUARY 2017

The Foundation
Acknowledges this
Tribute Received to Honor

In Honor of Eric Rogger
Roslyn Markman

In Memory of Delayne Rebollar
Pamela & Earl Warren
Francine & Paul Varenchik

In Memory of Captain Irv Grisbeck
Pamela & Earl Warren

In Memory of Larry Dinovitz
Nickie & Michael Godfrey
Linda & Steve Simon
Linda & Wayne Caywood
Pamela & Earl Warren
Helayne & Randy Sharon
Sophia Huynh & Kevin Boyle
David Levinson
Tammy & Joel Steinman
The LARRC Foundation

CALENDAR
Board Meeting
MARCH 20, 2017

Social Hour: 6:00pm Meeting: 7:00pm
Location TBD

u
DINNER Meeting
MARCH 27, 2017

Social Hour: 6:00pm Meeting: 7:00pm
Location TBD

u
SAVE THE DATES
2017
APRIL 7, 2017

Lou Berke Trout Derby

MAY 7, 2017

Annual Family Picnic
Lake Sherwood

JULY 10, 2017

805-496-7332

www.malibufishntackle.com
Tom Trainer

3166 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362

Annual Kids’ Trip
Pierpoint Landing

JULY 17, 18, 19, 2017

King of the Club Tournament

Health and Happiness
inda Simon is our contact for "Health and Happiness" please contact her either by phone
(818-980-7470) or email (simonmurphy08@sbcglobal.net) for any information about our club
members/family - i.e., happy or sad news; health issues; graduation or congratulations, etc.

L
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CALLING ALL COOKS
Donald Goldsobel’s

The Best Pasta/Fish/Shrimp Dish Ever!
I love pasta. I love shrimp. I am not a lover of typical Italian red
sauce. I make this dish for friends and family. The comments
usually start with “The best…”

While the tomatoes are cooking: Rinse the shrimp. My preference is to cook them in the shell as the sauce is richer and the
shrimp are more tender, tear the basil leaves.

Measurements are all approximate. Here are the ingredients:

When the pasta is not quite al dente/done remove it from the
water to a strainer, keep the water hot.

• About a pound to a pound and a half of Cherry Tomatoes.
I use a mixture of colors if available.
• 1-2 cups of grated Parmesan cheese. I use a high quality
cheese that I grate just before preparing the dish…freshest
is best!
• A bunch of fresh de-stemmed basil leaves. The quantity
depends on how much you adore basil.
• Garlic cloves smashed and chopped, not too fine. I used
6. . I like garlic. Let your conscience be your guide.
• Olive oil… I use a fruity type.
•Linguini…how much depends on the size of the appetites
of your guests. Make a pound and you will have some left
over. Imported from Italy pasta is silkier.
• Shrimp. I use in the shell, 15-16 to the pound. For 4
people, I bought 1-½ pounds of shrimp. You may cook
them in the shell or peeled.
*You may substitute salmon cubes for the shrimp.

When the tomatoes are cooked down to just skins and liquid,
add the shrimp. Stir until they are almost done. When fully
cooked the shrimp are NOT translucent, the shells are pink, the
meat is white. Add about a ½ to a cup of the pasta water, stir,
cook down till the sauce thickens a little, add the cheese and
incorporate it into the sauce, add the basil, some ground pepper, salt if you use it. You may choose to add some red pepper
flakes for heat. Add enough pasta water to keep the sauce from
drying up. Taste to balance the flavors…more cheese, basil,
salt, pepper?
Add as much pasta to the skillet as needed. A pound should
serve six or more. Add more pasta water if needed. The starch
in the pasta water will help make the sauce creamy.
Top with some fresh uncooked basil cut chifonade.
Serve with warmed sour dough bread. 350 degree oven for 5
minutes.
Bon appetito

Put up a pot of water for the pasta; once it comes to a boil, reduce
to a simmer and keep it ready for when you will start the pasta.
Grate the cheese
Cut a slit in each cherry tomato
Smash and chop the garlic.
In a large skillet, pre-heated to medium heat, add a few tablespoons of olive oil. Add tomatoes. Cook at medium heat, stir
the tomatoes a couple of minutes and then add the garlic.. Stir it
gently, but frequently. The tomatoes should melt, not brown.
The garlic should cook…not burn.
This is a good time to put up the pasta. Bring the water back to
a boil, add salt if desired.
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CALSTAR
G LOOMIS
CUSTOM ROD BUILDING
AND COMPONETS
ROD AND REEL REPAIR
ROD BUILDING CLASSES
LIVE BAIT
COLEMAN REPAIR
6743 SEPULVEDA BLVD
VAN NUYS, CA 91411

TEL•818•994•1822 FAX•818•994•0086

www.bobsandsfishingtackle.com

TROPHY CONTENDERS 2017

SPECIES

As of January 31, 2017
LINE
TEST

MEN'S OCEAN
WATER
Yellowtail

20

MEN’S FLY ROD

MEN’S FRESH WATER

Bass, Lg Mouth
Trout, Rainbow

ANGLER

LBS. OZ.

Reza Malekzadeh

21

8
3

Tom Speirs
Joel Steinman

8
4

100

Sophia Huynh

154

7

BEACH
HOUSE

FEBRUARY 2017

9
4*

MEN'S RELEASED

WOMEN'S OCEAN
WATER
Tuna, Yellowfin

0

WOMEN'S FLY ROD

By catch, released unharmed

WOMEN’S FRESH
WATER

WOMEN’S RELEASED

JUNIOR MEMBERS

FIRST GAME FISH
OF THE YEAR
Yellowtail

20

Reza Malekzdeh
January 23, 2017

21

7

Sashimi Time

Back by 1pm to cool off

e
n Coffe
Mexica
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CHARTERS 2017
DATE Destination
May 26 Pacific Dawn Overnight Charter

Ventura Sportfishing - Rock fish/Lings possible
white sea bass. Limited Load 17
Trip leaves night before. Not Included-Fish cleaning & drinks

Jun 10- Royal Star
Jun 17 Leaves and returns on a Saturday and back in time for
Father’s Day. One of the best deals of the year

AvailabilIty

contact

WAIT LIST

Reza Malekzadeh

FEW SPOTS

Royal Star

email for wait list
Cost: $285.00*
*Fuel surcharge may apply
Cost: $2,025.00

drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
562-824-7727
www.royalstarsportfishing.com
619-224-2764, Tracy

Jul 4Jul 8

Intrepid

FEW SPOTS

Jul 29Aug 5

Intrepid

SOLD OUT

Intrepid

SOLD OUT

Red Rooster III

SOLD OUT

Royal Star

Just added charter on the amazing Intrepid!
Right in the middle of what should be an amazing season.
Think tuna, yellows, and maybe even some albacore!
Need I say more? The newest and one of the nicest
boats in the fleet. Soft drinks and Mexican permits included
BFT, YFT, Yellowtail and Dorado.

Aug 20- Red Rooster Five Day!
Aug 25 Shared Charter. Perfect dates, boat and crew

Target Species: Bluefin, Yellowfin, Yellowtail and Dorado

Sep 30- Royal Star
Oct 7
Leaves and returns on a Saturday. Think Guadalupe!
Tuna, BIG Yellows and Wahoo

Still some great spots open.
Let’s make it another LARRC trip
Cost: $1,795.00
Wait List
Cost: $3,225.00

Wait List
Cost: $2,050
Wait List
Cost: $2,750

Oct 29Nov 8

Intrepid

OPEN

Dec 3

Pacific Dawn Overnight Charter

WAIT LIST

10-day trip means The Ridge, Alijos Rocks, Mag Bay
and the Lower Banks. What a great Fall trip!

Ventura Sportfishing - Rock fish/Lings possible
white sea bass. Limited Load 17
Trip leaves night before. Not Included-Fish cleaning & drinks

Cost: $4,025.00

email for wait list
Cost: $285.00*
*Fuel surcharge may apply

Intrepid

www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088, Steve
www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088, Steve
www.redrooster3.com
619-224-3857, Christina
Mike Hartt
818-416-1885 mhartt@att.net
www.royalstarsportfishing.com
619-224-4764 Tracy

Intrepid

www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088 Steve

Reza Malekzadeh

drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
562-824-7727

NOTE:

LARRC members signing up for club charters are obligated to pay full fare in the event they cannot make the trip. The club will attempt to fill your space and
you may try to do the same in a timely manner. There may be surcharges this year based on fuel price increases. Bunks are assigned by the charter master in
order received. So book early! If you have any special needs please make the charter master aware of them at the time of booking.

Contact Mike Hartt or Ted Feit
LARRC Club Charters in BLUE Larry Brown Shared Charters in GREEN Malibu Fish’n Tackle, Wayne Caywood Shared Charters in ORANGE

Open spot, cancellation, Pacific Dawn Friday May 26th.

Trip leaves Thursday May 26, PM from Ventura. Cost 285.00
Contact Reza Malekzadeh 562-824-7727 drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
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